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AD COPY:
The versatile Gazelle T4 Plus camping hub tent expands upon the innovation 
of our line of camping tents by adding a screened-in, convertible second 
room. This provides a comfortable area with cover from insects and the 
elements, but quickly converts into a second sleeping space when desired—
expanding the sleeping capacity of the tent to eight people. Simply attach 
the second removable floor and extend the retractable privacy panels that 
are incorporated into the design. An oversized rainfly easily attaches to the 
roof panels for extra protection from the sun and rain.

PRODUCT NAME: Gazelle T4 Plus
PRODUCT PART NUMBER: 26800
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: Camping Hub Tent
PRODUCT TAGLINE: Fully-Assembled & Hassle-Free

CAPACITY SLEEPS 4–8
HEIGHT 78” 
WEIGHT 47 LBS
SET-UP SIZE 94” x 168”
FLOOR SPACE 110 FT2

COLLAPSED 11” x 11” x 63”
STAKES 18
DOORS 2
FABRIC 210D
WARRANTY 1-YEAR LIMITED

FEATURES:

• Umbrella Frame System - Nothing sets up or takes down faster! Other tents are  
 time-consuming to set-up and tricky to figure out, but our hub tent sets up and  
 takes down in under 90 seconds with the ease of pop-out panels.

• Sleeps up to 8 People! - The Gazelle T4 Plus camping hub tent can spaciously  
 sleep four to eight people, standing 78 inches tall and featuring 110 square feet  
 of floor space. A screened-in second room provides a versatile area with  
 protection from the elements, but quickly converts into a second sleeping area.

• Detachable Rain Fly - For shelter from the elements, the attachable rain fly  
 easily connects to the corner roof receptor poles and snaps on in seconds.

• Completely Detachable Floor for Each Room - Unique to the Gazelle camping  
 hub tent is its completely detachable floor panels, making removal of debris  
 easy. Attach and detach the floor panels using hook and loop strips all the way  
 around the base of tent—just line up the sewn tab indicators. 

• Portable and Ready to Use! - You will love how easy it is to transport your  
 Gazelle T4 Plus. At only 47 lbs, the Gazelle packs up conveniently into a  
 heavy-duty duffle bag that holds the tent, detached floor, and detached rain fly.

• Durable YKK® zippers.

• Heavy-duty material sewn over corner joints for reinforcement .

• Stakes and tie down ropes included.
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